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1  Introduction

With the expanding use of computer net-
works, information security techniques for
transmitting information safely over a network
are becoming increasingly important. Ciphers
form one of these techniques, and are used in
processing and decrypting information to hide
it from attackers or to detect traces of tamper-
ing. Ciphers do not necessarily conceal their
roles in carrying hidden information. Thus, it
is easy to find cipher communications along
the communication route, and an attacker,
despite an inability to decode the cipher, can
nevertheless find and interfere with important
cipher communications. (That the communica-
tion is encrypted suggests to the attacker that
the content of the communication is impor-
tant.) An effective means of addressing such
attacks is to hide the information, concealing
the fact that secret information is embedded in
the communication. Information hiding can be
used not only as a means of camouflage but
also as a means of embedding copyright infor-

mation or distribution destination information
in content, including images and music. This
paper discusses an information hiding tech-
nique that uses a digital document as the cover
medium and embeds secret information within
the new-line codes inserted in the document.

2  Information hiding for docu-
ments［1］

2.1  What is information hiding?
Information hiding may be applied as a

means of secret communication — as camou-
flage, in other words — when transmitting
information. It may also be used as a means of
embedding proprietary information, such as
copyright and distribution destination details,
in content such as images and music. When
this approach is applied to secret communica-
tions it is referred to as “gsteganography”, and
when it is applied to intellectual property
rights it is referred to as “gdigital watermark-
ing”.

Information hiding is a process of embed-
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ding secret messages or copyright information
(referred to as the embedded data) into content
(referred to as the cover data) to create content
embedded with information (referred to as the
stego data). The stego data is transmitted to
the recipient, and the recipient extracts the
embedded data from the stego data for use.
The main subject of steganography is the
embedded data, and the cover data is often
used for camouflage only. On the other hand,
the main subject of digital watermarking is the
cover data (the content), and additional infor-
mation concerning the cover data is hidden as
the embedded data. Thus, steganography
focuses on embedding as much data as possi-
ble, while digital watermarking focuses on
minimizing the difference between the cover
data and the stego data (in other words, mini-
mizing the change in content).

2.2  Information hiding for documents;
classifications

Information hiding that uses documents as
cover data embeds information into the docu-
ment adding an artificial component unrecog-
nizable as such by third parties; the aim is to
allow only the rightful recipient to extract the
secret information from the document.

Classical information-hiding techniques
used throughout history have employed docu-
ments as the cover media. Today, steganogra-
phy (secret communication) is the first known
case in which these techniques are primarily
used against threats such as electronic eaves-
dropping and filtering. Steganography in doc-
uments embeds secret information in data that
a third party would regard as comprising ordi-
nary communication. Along with steganogra-
phy, digital watermarking, which embeds
copyright information and “fingerprints” into
digital content, is another important applica-
tion of information-hiding in documents. Digi-
tal watermarking adds information to the con-
tent to allow identification of the people or
organizations that are the rightful holders of
the content. This process can identify the
source of illegal redistribution and is thus
expected to have a deterrent effect on the dis-

tribution of pirated files.
In terms of hiding information in docu-

ments, one must consider the amount of
acceptable modification to the cover text data.
If the cover text itself forms the content, such
as a novel, in principle no modification is
acceptable. On the other hand, when the main
subject of the copyright claim is an item of
software, an image, or a video, and the copy-
right information is embedded in the docu-
ment attached to the content, the stego text
data should simply maintain the meaning of
the cover text; slight changes in the expression
of this data may be acceptable. An example of
such a case is seen when embedding informa-
tion using a software package insert as the
cover text, such as the manual or the license
agreement. Further, in steganography, in
which the embedded information is the focus
and the stego text is merely camouflage, if the
purpose of information hiding is to avoid auto-
matic filtering, the stego text may not need to
carry meaning as long as the structure is basi-
cally textual.

Information hiding is a technique of hiding
information using redundant cover data. Thus,
the technique can be classified into several
categories according to the type of document
redundancy employed. To make this classifi-
cation easier to understand, it is best to divide
information-hiding methods roughly into two
groups: those methods in which the artificiali-
ty remains in the hard copy (considered here
and below as including screen display) and
those in which it does not. Whether the artifi-
ciality remains in the hard copy depends on
the output system; this is therefore not a strict
classification. Nevertheless, this is a conve-
nient division for explanation. Below, these
methods are outlined assuming generic output
systems.
(1) Information hiding in which artificiality

remains in the hard copy
The methods in which the artificiality

remains in the hard copy are based on the
premise that it is visually possible but difficult
to recognize the artificiality. Thus, these meth-
ods can be used not only for distribution of
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electronic data but also for distribution of hard
copies. On the other hand, the artificiality
must be implemented carefully so that it is not
discovered. This category is further classified
into the following two types according to the
principles used to avoid recognition.
(i) Methods that use visually concealed arti-

ficiality
This type of information hiding tries to

embed information unrecognized, through
subtle artificiality that cannot be detected even
if the cover text and the stego text are com-
pared side-by-side with the naked eye. Some
implement this effect by adding artificiality to
the layout of the document. The basic proce-
dure adds subtle artificiality to the document
layout using post-script or other functions, and
then the secret information is extracted by
scanning the stego text printed as a hard copy.
The content of the text is not important either
in embedding or extracting the secret informa-
tion. This technique makes use of visual dif-
ferences between the cover and stego text.
Thus, it can also be considered a special form
of information hiding within images. When
applying this method with hard copies, a
weakness is found in that the secret informa-
tion deteriorates and is lost as the images are
repeatedly copied, reducing image quality. It
is possible to dispense with hard copies and to
receive and extract the secret information
entirely in electronic data form. However, it is
not then necessary to add artificiality to the
layout in such cases, and thus these methods
can be regarded as of the same type as infor-
mation hiding within XML and LaTeX docu-
ments, discussed later.

Different methods have been proposed for
adding artificiality to layout: scaling of the
line spacing or word spacing, scaling of char-
acter widths, or rotation of the characters. For
example, the standard number of bits between
the lines is specified in advance, and the spac-
ing is increased when bit 1 is embedded and
decreased when bit 0 is embedded. Thus, the
accuracy of extracting the secret information
depends on the resolution of the scanner. Less
scaling would render the artificiality more dif-

ficult to recognize, but then again, extraction
error will also increase. The difficulty of
recognition of the selected artificiality
depends on the language. For example, the
scaling of word spacing is said to be more
advantageous in European languages (such as
English) and the scaling and rotation of fonts
is said to be more useful in languages that do
not insert spaces between words that use many
ideographic characters, such as Japanese［2］.
Some methods require collation between the
stego text and the original cover text and some
do not. Reference［3］describes a number of
methods that add artificiality to the layout of
the document.

In addition to artificiality within layout,
some methods hide small characters and
marks in the periphery of the document or
within ruled lines. These methods also belong
to the current category. Handwritten steganog-
raphy［4］, which hides information in artificial-
ity within the coordinates of the writing or in
the tool force, may also belong to this catego-
ry, to the extent this is regarded as document-
based information hiding.
(ii) Methods that use natural-appearing

artificiality
Digital documents basically consist of

character sequences and layout information.
As the characters constitute part of the mean-
ing of the document, indiscriminate digital
artificiality in the characters, however slight,
may garble them and perhaps significantly
damage meaning (and thus reduce the quality
of the document). This will also increase the
possibility of detection of the artificiality. For
this reason, many methods traditionally pro-
posed for information hiding in documents use
artificiality in the layout of the document, as
described above. However, plain text such as
that found in an email does not feature layout
information. When hiding information in plain
text, one needs to rely on the artificiality
added to the characters themselves. In this
case, the strategy is to abandon the effort to
camouflage the artificiality and instead to rely
on the apparent authenticity of directly
observed stego text. With this method, artifi-
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ciality would only be detected with a cover
text for comparison. Thus, the assumed utility
model does not include any cover text. The
artificiality in this category is large, and the
secret information is not easily degenerated or
lost even with repeated copying in hard-copy
format.

To avoid deterioration in documents when
adding artificiality, two different approaches
are possible: to apply natural language pro-
cessing (such as word replacement) or to
insert characters or character codes that do not
influence the outward meaning of the docu-
ment. Reference［5］presents examples of the
former method. The current paper discusses
the latter method, which will be explained in
the next and subsequent sections.

Some methods do not require an original
cover text, generating the stego text from
scratch. These methods are also classified
within this category. Two examples of pro-
posed tools of this type are “Texto”, which
converts uuencode files or PGP messages into
English sentences resembling poetry, and
“NICETEXT”, which converts binary data
into English sentences of a specified style［6］.
(2) Information hiding in which artificiality

does not remain in the hard copy
With methods in which artificiality does

not remain in the hard copy, the artificiality
cannot be recognized visually, and thus is not
easily detected. However, the secret informa-
tion is eliminated when the document is con-
verted from electronic data into the display
media (paper or monitor screen). Thus, the
methods in this category are applied under the
assumption that the document is treated as
electronic data until the secret information is
extracted.

Among proposed methods of this type is
“SNOW”, which uses English sentences as the
cover text and embeds information by insert-
ing null characters at the end of each line［6］.
SNOW first encodes the secret information by
compressing the data with Huffman coding,
and then inserts up to seven null characters at
the end of each line, corresponding to three
bits of embedded information per line. Anoth-

er example is the FFEncode tool［6］, which
distributes null characters within text data
according to Morse code. Another method
uses an English LaTeX document as the cover
text and embeds information by controlling
the positions of line feeds in the main body of
the document source file［7］. The methods that
embed information in structured documents
such as XML documents are also classified
into this category, as these also leave no traces
of artificiality in hard copies［8］.

2.3  Information hiding through new-
line position control

Here we discuss an information-hiding
technique in which information is embedded
by controlling the positions of line feeds in a
document［9］. This method is intended for an
agglutinative language such as Japanese, in
which new lines may be started relatively
freely. This technique assumes the use of a
filler text as the cover text, with new-line
codes only at the ends of paragraphs, such as
those prepared by a word processor. Figure 1
shows the flow of the embedding and extrac-
tion processes for the embedded data in this
method. Figure 2 shows examples of cover
and stego texts. Embedding data by providing
line feeds at appropriate intervals produces a
document with many line feeds (the stego
text). Two strategies are used when inserting
line feeds: (1) reduction in line-length varia-
tion (the sum of the widths of the characters in
each line) in order to preserve the apparent
artificiality of the document and (2) avoidance

Fig.1 Process flow in information hiding
through control of the number of
characters in each line
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of unnatural line feeds (such as those in the
middle of a word). It is necessary to consider
the tradeoffs between these two strategies and
to determine the positions of the line feeds to
make the document appear as natural as possi-
ble.

Information hiding by controlling the posi-
tions of line feeds does not influence the con-
tent of the document. Thus, it can also be
applied when the cover text cannot be easily
modified. This method adds artificiality to
plain text at the character level and also to the
positions of line feeds, which form part of the

document layout.

3  Information hiding through new-
line position control

3.1  Introduction
In information hiding in which the number

of characters in each line is controlled, the
correlation between the position of the line
feeds and the embedded data (in other words,
the rule illustrated in Fig.1) is essential. This
rule may be based on the positions of the line
feeds within words or on the number of char-
acters in each line. These approaches are
described in detail below.

3.2  Method based on the positions of
line feeds within words

In the method based on the positions of
line feeds within words, information is embed-
ded within the entry words of a morphological
dictionary according to the relationship
between the position of the line feed in each
word (morpheme) and the embedded informa-
tion bit (either 1 or 0). Figure 3 shows exam-
ples. It is specified in advance that the line
feed in “suru” (the Japanese verb meaning “to
do”) as “su|ru” corresponds to “1” (“ | ” indi-
cates the position of the line feed.). To main-
tain a natural appearance in the stego text, this

Fig.2 Examples of cover and stego texts
in information hiding through con-
trol of the number of characters in
each line

Fig.3 Example bit assignment tables for each morpheme

(The morphemes are based on the attached dictionary of Reference［10］.)
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method pays particular attention to the even-
ness of character density in each line, and
makes the length of each line (the sum of the
widths of the characters in the line) as uniform
as possible. For this purpose, we define the
width of a one-byte character as “1” and the
width of a two-byte character such as a kana
or kanji as “2”. According to the standard line
length specified at the start of the embedding
process, the word at the end of a line is subject
to embedding. As shown in Fig.3, for long
words such as “puroguramingu” (program-
ming) or “comyunikeshon” (communication),
0 or 1 values are ascribed to two or more new-
line positions; any of these positions may be
used. In this manner, line feed encoding is
possible without deviating too far from the
standard line length.

Figure 4 shows an example of information
embedding using the assignment table shown
in Fig.3. The words with embedded data (mor-
phemes) are underlined. (The underlines are not
shown in the actual text.) The text shown in
Fig.4 is equally spaced. It is clear that the varia-
tion in line length is almost undetectable. In the
example shown in Fig.4, “01111101011...” is
the embedded data.

The technique described in this section has
the following characteristics:
(1) Distinction between the types of characters

(hiragana/katakana/kanji) enables process-
ing with a lighter computational load with-
out using morphological analysis.

(2) As the embedding method can be defined

for each word, the rules for the correlation
between the bit of the embedded informa-
tion and the new-line position are more
difficult to detect than in a method based
on the number of words in each line (dis-
cussed later). Thus, this method is more
resistant to extraction attacks.

(3) As the new-line position can be defined for
each word, unnatural line feeding can be
avoided.
On the other hand, there are a number of

problems with this technique, involving the
handling of errors in morphological analysis
and the handling of single-character mor-
phemes.

3.3  Method based on the number of
characters in each line

The method described in this section
defines in advance an assignment table linking
the number of characters in each line and an
embedded bit. A new-line code is inserted
where the number of characters in the line cor-
responds to the embedded data bit. The new-
line codes are inserted in such a way that the
standard line length remains as uniform as
possible. When extracting the embedded data,
the number of characters in each line is count-
ed and the embedded data are extracted using
the same assignment table. In other words, this
method embeds a single bit per line. Figure 5
shows an example of information embedding
using an assignment table correlating the num-
ber of characters in each line to an embedded

Fig.4 Example of information embedding with the proposed method

[The number on the right edge is the embedded data (not shown in actual text).]
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bit.
To render the line length as uniform as

possible, the example in Fig.5 uses 40 charac-
ters in the first line, 33 characters in the sec-
ond line, and so on. to embed “0100101...”

This method does not require collation
with the bit assignment table for each mor-
pheme, as is the case with the method based
on the new-line positions within words. Thus
processing is rapid, with little need for error
handling. On the other hand, the embedding
rules are simple, which leads to a higher risk
of extraction attacks.

4  Implementation

4.1  Introduction
This section discusses the results obtained

through the implementation of information
hiding tools for embedding one-bit data corre-
sponding to the number of characters per line,
as discussed in Section 3.3 Two tools are used
here. One uses plain text as the cover text and
inserts line feeds according to the bit sequence
to be embedded consisting of zeros and ones
(the embedded data containing the encrypted
secret information) to create a document con-
taining numerous line feeds (stego text). The
other tool extracts the secret information from
the stego text. The JAVA language is used in
development, in consideration of the most

appropriate development environment, future
extensibility, and the use of encryption algo-
rithms. The embedded data consists of secret
information encrypted with RC4 (40-bit key
length) to prevent decoding attacks. To thwart
guesses as to the key assignment table for
embedding information, the tool can create a
table based on random numbers to prevent
extraction attacks. The tool uses the random
number generator Random(), provided by
JAVA.

4.2  Embedding method
The implemented tool selects from two

types of methods for arranging the embedded
data and three types of methods for determin-
ing the new-line positions. Combined, the tool
offers six embedding methods. The following
describes the details of each embedding
method.
(A) Arrangement of the embedded data

With this tool, which embeds secret infor-
mation in a document by mapping information
to the number of characters in each line, it is
necessary to implement a mechanism to iden-
tify the line containing the embedded data in
the stego text when extracting the secret infor-
mation. The authors have implemented two
types of embedding methods: A1, which uses
flags to indicate the embedded range, and A2,
which embeds the data in sequence from the

Fig.5 Assignment table for the embedded bit and example stego text

(The thick numbers on the right edge are the embedded bits. The numbers in parentheses are the
number of characters in the line.)
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top of the cover text. These methods are
described below.
[Method A1] Secret information is embed-

ded between the start and end
flags.

Method A1 embeds the secret information
somewhere within the cover text only once,
placing the start flag, embedded data, and end
flag in this order. The line feeds from the start
of the cover text to the start flag are dummies
containing no information. The start position
for embedding and the positions of line feeds
up to the start flag are determined using ran-
dom numbers. Thus, the same input produces
a different result in each run, to prevent
extraction attacks. Figure 6 shows a conceptu-
al diagram of embedding in the cover text
using this method.

This method specifies the following para-
meters for the embedding process: the assign-
ment table, standard line length, minimum line
length, cipher (decoding) key, start flag (eight-
bit binary), end flag (eight-bit binary), and
maximum starting line. When extracting the
secret information, this method specifies the
same assignment table, minimum line length,
cipher (decoding) key, beginning flag, and end
flag used for embedding. A minimum line
length is specified to prevent the embedding
of information in lines that are deemed too
short. This is necessary to exclude lines with
lengths that differ significantly from the oth-
ers, as at the end of a paragraph or in captions,
as embedding targets. The minimum line

length is a parameter required both in embed-
ding and extraction. The maximum start line
specifies the maximum number of dummy line
feeds up to the start flag. In embedding, the
start line is placed after a number of lines that
is randomly chosen within this maximum
start-line value. The maximum starting line is
a required parameter only in embedding.

With this method, attackers cannot easily
determine the location of embedded informa-
tion. However, the data is embedded only
once, so that resistance to attack (the conser-
vation of embedded data) when the stego text
is partially deleted for editing is low. When
extracting secret information, information is
also required for start and end flags as well as
for the assignment table, which is the common
key, and the cipher (decoding) key.

This method is suitable when the embed-
ded data is relatively large compared to the
cover text and repeated embedding is difficult,
or when partial deletion of the stego text for
editing is unlikely.
[Method A2] Secret information is embed-

ded repeatedly
Method A2 repeatedly embeds data from

the beginning of the cover text in all line
feeds. Thus, it requires no dummy line feeds,
start flag, or end flag. Figure 7 shows a con-
ceptual diagram of embedding in a cover text
using this method.

This method specifies the following para-
meters when embedding information: the

Fig.6 Embedding technique for Method
A1

Fig.7 Embedding procedure based on
Method A2
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assignment table, standard line length, mini-
mum line length, and cipher (decoding) key.
When extracting the secret information, this
method specifies the same assignment table,
minimum line length, and cipher (decoding)
key used for embedding. This method embeds
data redundantly, so that if a means is provid-
ed to identify the start of the data for extrac-
tion, it is highly probable that the embedded
data is correctly extracted even if the stego
text is partially deleted for editing. However,
this method poses a potentially high risk that
the assignment table will be discovered from
the repeated patterns.
(B) Method for determining the new-line

positions
Three methods are implemented to deter-

mine the new-line positions, in consideration
of the tradeoff between uniformity of line
length and the natural appearance of the new-
line positions. These three methods are
explained below. Although the examples
below all use Method A1 for the arrangement
of the embedded data, these three methods can
also be combined with Method A2.
[Method B1] Emphasis on uniformity in

line length
Method B1 places line feeds near the stan-

dard line length while minimizing variation in
lengths, subject to Japanese hyphenation and
other punctuation restrictions. Japanese
hyphenation is in accordance with standard
MS-Word Japanese hyphenation rules for line
heads and tails. Figure 8 shows an example of
output using this method.

In this method, the variation in line length
is small, so the document appears natural in
terms of page design. However, many unnat-
ural line feeds result, as in the middle of a
word; the stego text thus may give readers the
impression that something is awry.
[Method B2] Line feeds for particular types

of characters are restricted
Method B2 applies additional restrictions

to Method B1 and avoids line feeds in particu-
lar types of character sequences (numbers and
alphabets). Figure 9 shows an example of out-
put with this method.

In Fig.9, an alphabetical string such as
“representation” is not broken into two lines,
so the line with this word is slightly longer
than other lines. Thus, Method B2 allows
greater variation in line length than Method
B1.
[Method B3] Significant emphasis on char-

acter-type boundaries
Method B3 adds further constraints to

Method B2 to avoid line feeds in kanji, hira-
gana, and katakana sequences and to restrict
line feeds in parentheses. (With five or fewer
characters within a pair of parentheses, line
feed is avoided.) Thus, the line feed is primar-
ily inserted between different types of charac-
ters (kanji/hiragana/katakana/alphabet). In
Japanese, the boundary between different
types of characters (such as between hiragana
and kanji, or between katakana and hiragana)
is often the boundary between clauses. Thus,
this method increases the natural line feeds
between clauses. Figure 10 shows an example
of output with this method.

In Fig.10, the document appears to feature
clause-based line feeds, which makes the doc-
ument easy to read. Nevertheless, the devia-
tion in line length is even greater than in
Method B2.

5  Evaluation

5.1  Introduction
Information hiding methods should be

evaluated in light of (1) the amount of infor-
mation that can be embedded, (2) the difficul-
ty of detecting information embedding, (3) the
difficulty of extracting the embedded data, and
(4) the difficulty of destroying the embedded
data. With respect to criterion (1), the embed-
ding rate can be quantitatively evaluated.
However, criteria (2), (3), and (4) involve
evaluation of the behavior of attackers, thus
requiring subjective evaluation using actual
subjects. This section considers the criteria
(2), (3) and (4) in more detail.

In the subjective evaluation for (2), (3),
and (4), it is our opinion that criterion (2), the
difficulty of detecting that information has
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been embedded, is equivalent to an assessment
of the naturalness of the stego text. We also
equate (3), the difficulty of extracting the
embedded data, with the issue of security in
information hiding, and (4), the difficulty of
destroying embedded data (resistance to
destructive attacks) with the strength of infor-
mation hiding. As such, the subjective evalua-
tion here in fact examines two aspects: one is
the naturalness of the stego text, and the other
is the security and tamper-proofing of the
information hiding. Thus it would be reason-
able to perform subjective evaluation experi-
ments and subsequent analysis based on these
two aspects. The experiments should vary the
combination of implementation methods dis-

cussed in Section 4, (A) in the arrangement of
embedded data or (B) in the determination of
new-line positions, and the types of cover text
should also be varied, as shown in Table 2.
Table 1 summarizes the applicable classifica-
tions. The difference in the arrangement of the
embedded data is considered to have an effect
only when extracting or destroying the embed-
ded information. Thus, this variable is includ-
ed only in the evaluation of the security and
tamper-proofing of information hiding. We
also describe the details of the experimental
procedure to evaluate the naturalness of the
stego text based on different cover text genres
(Section 5.3.2).

We nevertheless consider that the subjec-

Fig.8 Example of stego text based on Method B1
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tive evaluation experiments require future
elaboration and improvements. Thus, in Sec-
tions 5.3 and 5.4 below we present only an
overview of the subjective evaluation experi-
ments.

5.2  Cover texts used for evaluation
Table 2 shows the cover texts used in the

evaluation. The characteristics of the cover
texts will affect the results of subject evalua-
tion. Thus, various texts are prepared includ-
ing news articles, technical papers, and liter-
ary works.

5.3  Subjective evaluation of difficulty
in detecting information embed-

ding
5.3.1  Evaluation of the naturalness of

the stego text based on method
of determining new-line posi-
tions

This test evaluates the effect of the differ-
ences among the three methods of determining
new-line positions, as discussed in Section 4.2
(B), on the naturalness of the generated stego
text. The subject group, consisting of 5 to 10
people, is selected with no particular condi-
tions. Stego texts are generated with the same
cover data and different methods for determin-
ing new-line positions; the data is then provid-
ed to subjects in the form of paper or electron-
ic documents. The subjects review each stego

Fig.9 Example of stego text based on Method B2
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text and rate it using the five-point scale
shown in Fig.11.
5.3.2  Evaluation of the naturalness of

the stego text based on the
cover-text type

This test evaluates the effect of the type of
cover text on the naturalness of the stego text.
As in Section 5.3.1, the subject group is
selected with no specific conditions to include
five to 10 people. Stego texts are generated
with a single method and different types of
cover data; the data is then provided to sub-
jects in the form of paper or electronic docu-
ments. The subjects review each stego text
and rate it using the five-point scale shown in
Fig.11.

The following are the details of the experi-

mental procedure.
(1) Preparation

For the cover texts in Table 2, stego texts
are generated using the tool discussed in Sec-
tion 4, with the same embedded data. In this
experiment, the method for determining new-
line positions is Method B1, which empha-
sizes uniformity in line length, and the A2
method is used to arrange the embedded data
(repeated data embedding). The methods are
each limited to a single type to highlight the
effect of cover-text type on the evaluation of
naturalness among the defined number of sub-
jects. The set relationship between the number
of characters in a line and the bit value of the
embedded data is simple: the bit value is “1”
when the number of characters is even and “0”

Fig.10 Example stego text based on Method B3
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when it is odd.
(2) Experiment procedure
(i) Distribution of experiment sheet and evalu-

ation sheet
The experiment sheet and evaluation sheet

are distributed to the subjects on paper or as
electronic documents. Figure 12 shows exam-
ples of the experiment sheet, and Figure 13
shows an example of the evaluation sheet.
(ii) Distribution of evaluation manual

The experiment leader distributes the
“evaluation manual” shown in Fig.14 to the
subjects and explains its contents. He or she
then instructs the subjects to read the manual
before beginning the evaluation.
(iii) Evaluation by subjects

The subjects evaluate the stego texts
according to the distributed evaluation manu-
al.
(iv) Collection of experimental data

The experiment leader collects the experi-
ment sheet, the evaluation sheet, and the eval-
uation manual from the subjects after evalua-
tion.
(3) Analysis of the experimental results and

evaluations
Experiments are performed using two or

more documents of the different cover-text
types indicated in Table 2 (“children’s news”
text not used). Thus, it is possible to assess
evaluations in terms of genre and in terms of
different documents. The evaluation marks are

Table 1 Classification of the subjective evaluation experiment

Table 2 Cover texts used for evaluation

Fig.11 Standards for evaluation
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calculated as follows:
( I )  Evaluation distribution and average evalu-

ation mark for each genre
(II)  Evaluation distribution and average eval-

uation mark for each document
Based on the results of the above calcula-

tions, the results of ( I ) are used to analyze the
effect of cover-text type on the evaluation of
the naturalness of the stego text, and the
results of (II) are used to analyze the effect of
individual document choice on the evaluation
of the naturalness of the stego text.

5.4  Subjective evaluation of secu-
rity and tamper-proofing of
information hiding

5.4.1  Evaluation of security and tam-
per-proofing of information hid-
ing based on methods of
arranging embedded data or of
determining new-line positions

This test evaluates the effects on tamper-
proofing of the two methods of arranging

embedded data or the effects of the three
methods of determining new-line positions, as
discussed in Section 4.2 (A) and (B). The sub-
ject group consists of five to 10 undergraduate
and graduate students in information engineer-
ing, presumed to have significant interest in
cipher techniques. Stego texts are generated in
six different ways by combining the two meth-
ods of arranging the embedded data and the
three methods of determining new-line posi-
tions, and are distributed as electronic docu-
ments. The subjects are requested to modify
freely any texts that they consider to hold
embedded information, while maintaining tex-
tual meaning.
5.4.2  Evaluation of security and tam-

per-proofing of information hid-
ing based on the cover-text type

This test evaluates the effect of cover-text
type on the resistance to tampering. The
experiment is planned as follows. As in Sec-
tion 5.4.1, the subject group consists of five
to 10 undergraduate and graduate students in

Fig.12a Example experiment sheet (Sheet number 1: General news)
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Fig.12b Example experiment sheet (Sheet number 6: Children’s literature) 

Fig.13 Example evaluation sheet
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information engineering, presumed to have
significant interest in cipher techniques. Stego
texts are generated using cover texts of differ-
ent types and are distributed as electronic doc-
uments. The subjects are requested to modify
freely any texts that they consider to hold
embedded information, while maintaining tex-
tual meaning.

6  Discussion

As stated at the beginning of this paper,
information hiding can be applied in two
major applications: “digital watermarking”,
which embeds copyright information or “fin-
gerprints” (information for identifying the dis-
tribution destination) into electronic contents,
and “steganography” (secret communication),
intended to counter threats such as electronic
eavesdropping and filtering by a third party.
Information hiding in documents as discussed
in this paper is considered best applied in
cases in which a third party cannot easily
modify the new-line positions—for example,
in direct document exchanges between two
people (as with email and printed documents).
For example, when distributing a confidential
printed document among concerned parties,
“fingerprints” may be embedded based on the
number of words in each line throughout the

document without modifying the content.
Then, as a person intending to leak the docu-
ment cannot easily produce a paper copy that
can hide the source of the leak, this method
prevents easy leaks. When printed documents
are used as the media, the secret information is
extracted using an OCR (Optical Character
Reader), as when information is hidden in the
document layout; many related methods have
traditionally been proposed. However, it
should be recognized that the embedded data
is not subtly conveyed, as in the size of line
spacing, character spacing, or miniature char-
acters, but instead corresponds to each line
length (the sum of the widths of each charac-
ter), which is relatively conspicuous. This
method is nevertheless superior in that the
secret information is not easily lost even if the
document is repeatedly copied with low-quali-
ty reproduction.

Let us consider the points to keep in mind
when applying this technique to steganogra-
phy or digital watermarking. Steganography
focuses on communicating secret information
and uses the stego text only for camouflage.
Thus, if the purpose of information hiding is
to avoid automatic filtering by machines in the
course of distribution as electronic data, a
composition resembling natural language may
be sufficient as the stego text, even in the

Fig.14 Evaluation manual
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absence of any logical meaning in the docu-
ment. On the other hand, when applying the
technique to digital watermarking, the cover
text must have meaning. If content with sig-
nificant meaning even in subtle expressions,
as in novels, is to be used as the cover text, the
text cannot be modified in any way. Even if
the document emphasizes the basic meaning
of the content, as in confidential documents
and manuals, only subtle modification is
allowed within a range that does not change
the meaning of the document. In this respect,
the developed tool will only modify the docu-
ment in the position of the line feeds. Thus,
this tool can be used for both steganography
and digital watermarking.

When using the technique for steganogra-
phy, it is particularly important to hide the fact
that information is embedded in the document.
Thus, it is necessary to devise methods that
can maintain the visual naturalness of the
stego text, i.e., the uniformity of line lengths
and the naturalness of the new-line positions.
To this end, it is effective to optimize the
method of determining the new-line positions.
It is also effective to use layout functions
when displaying or printing the document,
such as justification.

Whether a technique is used for steganog-
raphy or for digital watermarking, we must
consider measures against decoding, extrac-
tion, tampering, and spoofing. The technique
discussed in this paper uses randomizing of
the assignment table and encoding of secret
information. Error correction may also be used
as an additional measure. When considering
the distribution of the stego text as electronic
data, it is also essential to take measures
against destructive attacks through partial
deletion of the stego text for editing and modi-
fication of new-line positions. The technique

provides two methods for arranging the
embedded data—redundant embedding in
Method A2, and randomized selection of
embedding position in Method A1, both of
which are effective to an extent.

The technique discussed in this paper may
be applied not only to information hiding but
also to detection of tampered documents. In
other words, the hash value or message
authentication codes (MAC) can be embedded
into a text document according to this method
as verification data; this data is then extracted
for comparison with the stego text in verifica-
tion. Any tampering can thus be detected［11］.

7  Conclusions

This paper discusses an information hiding
technique that uses a digital document as the
embedding medium and the new-line positions
inserted in the document as the secret informa-
tion. Even in our present society, in which
multimedia technology continues to advance,
text-based information such as e-mail, is still
the most important means of information
exchange. Information hiding in documents is
therefore likely to remain important, and many
applications will continue to arise that lend
themselves to related techniques.
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